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 Why may indirect determination be required ?

 Hydraulic principles of indirect discharge methods

 Collection of post-flood data: field survey, interviews, flood 

dynamics, morphodynamics

 Analysis of flood pictures and movies
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 Why may

indirect 

determination

be required ?

Flash flood in the Ouvèze River at 

Vaison-la-Romaine, France (1992)
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Discharge is measured indirectly when 

direct measurements cannot be made

For example due to:

1. Impossible access to the gauge

2. Too sudden and too short events

3. Peak discharge estimates requested

at ungauged sites 

4. Hydrometric station destroyed
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Remote sites requiring overland travel 

or access by aircraft may be unsafe, or 

impassible, during inclement weather 
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Indirect measurements are often valuable for 

defining upper ends of stage-discharge relations
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Commonly used methods rely on finding high-

water marks that  document the depth of the 

water at a certain point. 

Seed line in a tree

Debris caught in a fence

Debris left along the top of a streambank

Water surface profiles along right and left 

banks defined by high-water marks
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High-water marks are ephemeral, and 

should be documented as soon as 

possible. 
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The datalogger of the station perfectly 

recorded the high water mark!
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 Hydraulic principles of indirect methods

Looking for 

channel or 

cross-section 

stage-

discharge

controls
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The Slope-Area Method is perhaps the 

technique most commonly used to 

indirectly measure discharge. 

Discharge  is computed using Manning’s equation

Inputs to Manning’s equation are derived from:

 Channel characteristics, 

 Water-surface profiles, and  

 Channel Roughness. 

Energy loss is computed using the drop in water-

surface for a uniform reach of channel

Manning’s Equation

P
A

A = Area

R = Hydraulic radius = A/P

S = Friction Slope

P = Wetted Perimeter
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High-water information is combined with 

channel geometry information at appropriate 

locations to estimate discharge.
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It is best to do indirect measurements at 

sites were flow is uniform and energy is lost 

smoothly. 

Mineral Creek near Mineral, WA, USA 

Flood of November 6, 2006
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Roughness coefficients are used to 

assess energy loss along an open-

channel flow

Roughness coefficients 

describe the effects of 

bed material, vegetation, 

channel variability, 

dynamic bedforms, and 

other factors

The Manning’s 

Roughness coefficient 

(n) of this stream is 

0.026, which is a 

relatively low value. 
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Here is an example of a stream with a 

relatively large “n” value.

This channel is 

relatively steep and 

contains large bed 

material.  The “n” 

value is 0.065



Discharge over a dam or weir

Avoid sites where high approach 

velocities make the velocity head a 

substantial part of the total head

The discharge equation for a 

broad-crested weir is:

Q= C b h3/2

Where: 

 C is a coefficient (C≈0.4, see tables)

 b = weir width normal to flow 

direction

 h = head of water over the                      

top of the weir



Discharge over a dam or weir
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The discharge equation for a 

broad-crested weir is:

Q= C b h3/2

Where: 

 C is a coefficient (C≈0.4, see tables)

 b = weir width normal to flow 

direction

 h = head of water over the                      

top of the weir
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The Contracted Opening method uses abrupt 

drops in water-surface elevations through stream 

contractions as a sort of “Discharge Meter”

Requires that the geometry of 

the channel and bridge be

defined by field surveys. 

The drop in water-surface level

between an upstream section 

and a contracted section is

related to the corresponding

change in velocity.

See equations in the WMO Manual

on Stream Gauging (chapter 9)
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The water surface rises on the concave or 

outside bank of the bend and lowers along 

the convex or inside bank of the bend

The difference in 

water-surface elevation 

between the banks is 

the superelevation

This superelevation 

can be used to 

estimate water velocity 

and, hence discharge 

using this equation:

Q = A (gh/K)
1/2 
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 Collection of post-flood data: field survey, interviews, 

flood dynamics, morphodynamics
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Collect information on the flood 

dynamics

• Interviews with local inhabitants

– High water levels (cross-check information!)

– Flow paths and temporal dynamics

– Comparison with previous events

– Private measurements and data

• Morphodynamical analysis

– Assess bedload and bank erosion intensity

– Investigate fresh erosion and deposition patterns

– Check bed profile and cross-section changes, including structure 
erosion or log
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Here is a general list of what you 

will need to do in the field 

• Select a suitable reach

• Find and flag high water marks

• Conduct Survey of high water marks

• Plot high water marks 

• Select location of cross sections

• Survey cross sections

• Estimate Manning’s n values

• Draw field sketch

• Survey or measure any structures in 
reach
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Here are some “rules of thumb” 

regarding site selection

– Avoid tributary inflow

– Avoid channel storage reaches

– Avoid scoured or filled reaches

– Avoid log jams, debris piles

– Avoid sites with possible debris flow

This reach is often used for 

a USGS training class on 

Indirect Measurements
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Water surface profiles, as defined 
by high-water marks should always 
be plotted in the field

– Each bank is plotted separately
– Profile is drawn as smooth curve, following trend of 

marks (art not science)
– Plot high-water marks and the profile before 

surveying, to help locate cross sections
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Photos assist in review of site 
conditions

– Show location, direction 
and picture # on field 
sketch

– Note date of photo 

– Show where vegetation 
or dredging/fill changes 
are possible
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 Analysis of flood pictures and movies

After a levee

broke by the lower

Loire River, 

France, Dec. 1910
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H = 3.2 m

= V² / (2g)

→ V = 8 m/s
upstream

downstream

Rivière des galets – La Réunion – Cyclonic flood

(Source: F. Fruchart, CNR, France)

Bridge piers may be used as Pitot 

probes

H

V
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Bridge piers may be used as Pitot 

probes

Principle: kinetic energy is transformed into free-surface surge

Hydraulic head is equal to

H = h
1
+V

1
²/(2g) = h

2

→ V
1
² = 2g(h

2
- h

1
)

h
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V
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h
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≈ 0

h
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Gravity acceleration

g ≈ 9.8 m/s²



Flood streamgauging from 

YouTube home movies

Flash-flood of the Gave de Cauterets River at Cauterets

(French Pyrenees, June, 2013)

Image from the movie posted by F. Lamouroux on YouTube



Collect of a valuable movie on YouTube

Position of the viewpoint using Google Maps / Street View

Contact the author, obtain agreement, check video metadata

Achieve field topography survey : GRPs, bathymetry profiles, water level

estimation

Pre-process images : shaking, wide-angle lens, etc.

Then go with Fudaa-LSPIV or other image velocimetry software...

30

Flood streamgauging from 

YouTube home movies



• Free release (GPL licence, open-source)

• French, English

• 100+ users

• training sessions

Fudaa-LSPIV software



GRP positioning and image orthorectification

Flood streamgauging from 

YouTube home movies



Results:

Time-averaged

surface velocity field

Discharge estimates

computed across 3 

different transects: 

close agreement

Main uncertainty: 

bed changes!

Flood streamgauging from 

YouTube home movies
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Thanks

for your

attention!


